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Abstract

Executing applications in parallel can produce significant performance gains, yet the time and exper-
tise needed for the low-level details of parallelism is often prohibitive. Additionally, many applications
rely heavily on domain-specific libraries, while it is not practical to write an optimizing compiler each
time a domain-specific library is developed. In order to obtain high performance parallelism from a
high-level, domain-specific scripting language, we are developing a parallel Matlab compiler, called the
Matlab D compiler, using a telescoping languages framework [6, 2] to generate Fortran with MPI from
Matlab scripts.

The goal of telescoping languages is to automatically generate high performance compilers for domain-
specific languages written in the form of libraries. Before user-script compilation, the domain-specific
library routines are precompiled and optimized to form specialized variants, which are substituted into
the user script during user-script compilation. With this strategy, user scripts are compiled quickly, and
the compiler produces applications with the same high performance as if the user’s application were
available at library compile time.

To create a parallel Matlab, we augmented the language with array distribution types to create
Matlab D. When declaring an array intended to be used in a parallel computation, the user specifies
the desired distribution for the array. Our Matlab D compiler, leveraging HPF compiler technology,
generates the data movement operations and partitions the computations automatically to obtain the
parallelism implied by the distributions. Thus, users can develop applications in a high-level scripting
language and obtain the high performance necessary without incurring the cost of low-level programming.
This paper presents the framework of the Matlab D compiler from a telescoping languages perspective
and our preliminary work on the project.

1 Introduction

Scientists developing computation-intensive applications typically need high performance languages and ar-
chitectures to make the execution times of their applications feasible. One option for drastically improving
performance is moving from a scalar machine to a parallel machine. However, developing a parallel applica-
tion usually involves complicated, low-level details, and the time and expertise required can be prohibitively
expensive. Additionally, the use of domain-specific libraries in scientific applications typically involves either
compiling the large libraries with the application each time it is compiled, or developing a new optimizing
compiler for each domain-specific library written. To address these problems, we are developing an optimiz-
ing parallel Matlab compiler, the Matlab D compiler, to automatically produce the performance necessary
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from scripts and libraries written in a high-level language, while abstracting the details of parallelism from
the user.

Our strategy is based on telescoping languages technology [6, 2] developed at Rice University, which auto-
matically generates high-performance compilers for domain-specific languages. The telescoping languages
strategy performs compilation in two phases: library preprocessing and user-script compilation. The strategy
obtains the high performance typical of whole-program compilation and optimization, while not requiring
the time to optimize and compile libraries at user-script compilation.

In library preprocessing, extensive analysis and optimizations are performed to create variants of the library
routines, each optimized for a different calling context. At user-script compilation time, the optimized
routines are substituted into the user’s application as if they were language primitives. The ability to
automatically generate optimizing compilers is especially useful for Matlab because Matlab users commonly
add toolboxes and other libraries to the Matlab language, creating new domain-specific languages. It is not
practical to write an optimizing compiler by hand for each variant of Matlab that users develop.

To introduce parallelism into Matlab, the distribution of an array is specified when the array is created. For
example, a library writer would use the following statement to make an array of size n by m with block,
block distribution:

D = distributed(n, m, block, block);

From the distribution types, the compiler partitions the computation across processors using the owner-
computes rule and generates the necessary calls to data movement routines.

There are three major benefits of our strategy for the Matlab D compiler. First, it involves minimal changes
to the Matlab language. Second, user compilation times are short because the domain-specific libraries are
compiled and optimized before user-script compilation. Third, developers and users can add new domain-
specific components and new distributions easily because of the telescoping languages framework.

The next section describes the telescoping languages strategy. Section 3 presents an overview of the Matlab
D compiler. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the compiler. Experimental results are given in
Section 5, followed by a conclusion and a literature survey.

2 Telescoping Languages Framework

The goal of telescoping languages is the automatic generation of high performance compilers for domain-
specific languages. The compiler creates a library-aware optimizer for user scripts after analyzing the domain
libraries of the language. This strategy is composed of two separate compilation phases: the library prepro-
cessing phase and the user-script compilation phase.

The library preprocessing phase generates precompiled variants of the library routines, each specialized for
a possible calling context. The phase is only executed when changes to the domain libraries are made;
the infrequent execution of this phase is desirable since the compiler performs aggressive, time-consuming
optimizations during preprocessing.

The preprocessing phase is shown in the top half of Figure 1. First, the translator performs type analysis and
translates the routines to a base language, such as Fortran or C. Next, the translator generator produces a
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Figure 1: Telescoping Languages Framework

library-aware optimizer by creating optimized variants of the library routines. During user-script compilation,
the library-aware optimizer replaces each library call in the user script with a call to the optimized variant
of that library routine best suited to the calling context.

User-script compilation, shown in the lower half of Figure 1, involves translating the user script to the base
language and applying the optimizations produced in the library preprocessing phase. After translation,
library calls in the user script are replaced by the appropriate variants. If a variant is not available for the
input types, the code generator inserts statements to coerce the data into types for which there is a variant
available.

The result of user-script compilation is a highly optimized version of the user’s script in the base language,
Fortran or C. As described, the telescoping languages strategy converts domain-specific features into an
optimized representation capable of being quickly incorporated into the user’s application. Thus, users are
not penalized for using a high-level language, nor for using domain-specific libraries.

3 Matlab D Compiler

As a demonstration of these ideas, Kennedy, McCosh, and Chauhan at Rice developed a sequential Matlab
compiler [6, 2] with type-based specialization using the telescoping languages framework. To further build
on the framework, we are extending the sequential Matlab compiler to a parallel Matlab D compiler. The
Matlab D compiler generates scalable Fortran with MPI code from Matlab scripts.

The structure of the parallel compiler is shown in Figure 2. The top half of the figure corresponds to
the preprocessing phase, the bottom half represents user-script compilation, and the middle shows the
information shared between the phases.

In the preprocessing phase, the translator converts the Matlab D library routines to Fortran and generates the
library-aware optimizer. First, in order to translate into Fortran, a language with stricter variable declaration
standards than Matlab, the compiler must perform type analysis. Type analysis is also performed for creating
optimized variants of the library routines specialized for different calling contexts and for quickly propagating
types through library routine calls in the user script.

Next, the compiler creates variants of the library routines specialized to different calling contexts, including
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different combinations of distributions as input. To specialize to a certain distribution, the specializer inputs
the routine with HPF directives for distributing the input data to that distribution combination, and the
HPF compiler generates the communication necessary in the routine based on the input types.

The following is the algorithm for compiling user scripts.

1. Matlab Script Preparation

(a) Perform type and distribution analysis

(b) Insert copies where arrays are not aligned

2. Translation

(a) Translate Matlab to Fortran using type information

(b) Convert operations on arrays to specialized library calls

(c) Replace copies with calls to data movement routines

During user-script compilation, the user provides a script written in Matlab D with calls to domain library
routines. The compiler performs type analysis to determine the types possible for each variable at each point
in the program, using the type-inference algorithm developed for our sequential Matlab compiler [2]. We are
currently developing an algorithm for inferring the possible distributions for an array at each point. From
the distribution information, the compiler can determine where data is not aligned for a computation. The
compiler inserts calls to copy routines to mark where communication will be needed.

After type analysis, the script is translated to Fortran. During translation, the copy routines are replaced
with data movement routines by the optimizer, and the assignment statements using Matlab’s element-wise
operations are replaced with calls to base library routines. The code is then optimized using the specializer
generated in the preprocessing step, which replaces the library calls with calls to the routines specialized
to the distribution types and contexts in the script. When a variant for the distributions is not available,
the data is moved into distributions for which there is a variant. The result of user-script compilation is a
parallel, optimized version of the user’s script.
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It is important to note that the HPF compiler is not invoked during user-script compilation. In the library
preprocessing phase, the HPF compiler is used to create scalable, parallel data movement routines. The
communication in the user’s application is carried out by calling the data movement routines generated by
the HPF compiler in the preprocessing phase. HPF compilation can be slow, so it is beneficial to only
execute it in the infrequent library preprocessing phase.

4 Implementing the Matlab D Compiler

To implement the Matlab D compiler, we are building from our existing sequential Matlab compiler and the
dHPF compiler developed at Rice University. Our sequential Matlab compiler [2] performs type analysis,
translates Matlab to Fortran, and replaces library calls with calls to specialized variants. To use this for
our parallel Matlab compiler, we need to implement distribution analysis and the insertion of calls to data
movement routines where realignment is needed. The dHPF compiler is executed to generate the communi-
cation for the data movement routines. To create a prototype of the compiler, we are currently focusing on
generating the element-wise operators and data-movement routines.

4.1 Element-wise Operators

Matlab D needs an extensible library for the basic operations on arrays. Our sequential Matlab compiler
uses the Basic Linear Algebra Subroutines (BLAS) as its base library. However, these subroutines are not
parallel, so they are not suitable for use in a parallel compiler. We had several options for sources of the
library routines, including the library ScaLAPACK and the libraries from Matlab and Octave. ScaLAPACK
is a collection of parallel linear algebra routines used in several parallel Matlab projects. However, the
routines are written specifically for certain distributions, and we want the Matlab D compiler to be capable
of automatic specialization to new distributions.

We discussed the possibility of using parts of Matlab library code in our library. However, this would have
presented property issues. Using the library from Octave, a free Matlab-like environment, was another
option, but it uses extensive templating to accomodate different types. The telescoping languages approach
creates distinct variants for the different types, and we would have needed to rewrite the library such that
it did not use templating.

After examining these packages, we decided to write our own flexible library routines for our framework.
Our current Matlab D library contains routines for array manipulation on local data. The routines do not
use communication because the data needed is distributed and aligned correctly before the routine is called.
The processors each execute the routine, operating only on local data.

Keeping the computation in each routine separate from the communication limits the number of variants
of the routines needed. If the routines also had to align or redistribute the data, there would be more
possibilities for the types of inputs, and thus more variants needed.
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4.2 Data Movement

Guohua Jin at Rice is developing the data movement routines for distribution and alignment. The compiler
inserts calls to these routines before library routine calls as necessary. One consideration for the data
movement routines is alignment. If the compiler were to contain a data movement routine for each possible
amount to shift, it would contain an infinite number of routines. Instead, the data movement routines take
the shift amount as an input, and the HPF compiler automatically generates the communication necessary
for variable shifts.

Optimizations One optimization is to reduce the amount of communication performed, which is impor-
tant as data movement is expensive. Redistributing arrays in place instead of creating copies is another
optimization. Consider the following simple example, where A, B, C, and D are in one distribution and Z is
in another. For this discussion, ignore the distributions of the temporaries (T#).

T1 = A + Z
T2 = A + B
T3 = A + C
T4 = Z + D

For the first statement, the compiler can redistribute A to Z’s distribution, redistribute Z to A’s distribution,
or redistribute both arrays to another distribution. If the compiler naively chose to redistribute A in place
to Z’s distribution, it would have to redistribute either A or B for the next statement, as A and B would
then have different distributions. If the compiler redistributed A to Z’s distribution into a copy, the compiler
would have to redistribute Z to D’s distribution in the fourth statement.

A better choice is to redistribute Z to A’s distribution because Z’s distribution is not compatible with the
distribution of the other arrays. If the compiler redistributes Z, it would be the only redistribution performed.
Since Z is not used in its original distribution again, the compiler should redistribute Z in place to save
space.

4.3 Example

As an example, suppose the user script contains the following stencil calculation:

A = distributed1(n, block)
B = distributed1(n, block)
C = distributed1(n, block)
...
A(2:n-1) = B(1:n-2) + C(3:n)

The elements accessed are not aligned on the processors. The data in B needs to be shifted by 1 and the
data in C needs to be shifted by -1 to be aligned correctly with A. To mark that data movement is needed,
the compiler inserts copies to temporaries. The compiler also replaces the addition with a call to the add
library routine.

A = distributed1(n, block)
B = distributed1(n, block)
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C = distributed1(n, block)
...
T1 = get(B, 1, n)
T2 = get(C, 3, n-2)
A(2:n-1) = add(T1, 1, n-2 T2, 3, n)

The compiler translates the script into the following Fortran code. (The generated code does not use MPI,
but the code in the data movement library routines called does.) The compiler generates templates, which
are virtual arrays, to guide the array alignment. A template is created with a certain distribution and size,
and then, arrays are aligned on the processors relative to the template. To create an array, the size of the
array, the template, and the offset from the beginning of the template are given.

CALL MPI_INIT(ierr)
t = gen_template(block, n) ! creates a template descriptor
A = distributed1(n, t, 0) ! creates an array descriptor
...
B = distributed1(n, t, 0)
C = distributed1(n, t, 0)
...
T1 = distributed1(n-2, t, 1)
T2 = distributed1(n-2, t, 1)
call moveB1(B, 1, n-2, T1)
call moveB1(C, 3, n, T2)
call addB1(A, 2, n-1, T1, 1, n-2, T2, 3, n)
...
CALL MPI_FINALIZE(ierr)

A

B

C

T1

T2

Figure 3: Movement for stencil example on four processors. Shaded regions accessed or modified
in the sum.

The data movement for this example is shown in Figure 3. A template t of size n is created with block
distribution, and the arrays A, B, and C are created with offset zero from the beginning of the template. Two
temporary arrays T1 and T2 are also created from the template t, but with size n − 2 and offset one. The
data movement library routine moveB1 (move for one-dimensional block arrays) is then called to move array
B from one to n− 2 into T1, and similarly for C into T2. This aligns the arrays A, T1, and T2 such that the
data for the stencil computation is local.
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4.4 Slice Descriptors

In the example, copying B and C into temporaries to align the data is inefficient because the majority of the
data is copied locally on each processor. To align the data correctly across the processors, only one data
element on each processor needs to be copied to the next processor.

To save time and space, instead of copying arrays B and C into new temporary arrays, the temporary arrays
are created to point into the existing storage for B and C plus a small amount of communicated data in
overlap areas, also known as shadow regions and ghost cells. Shifts of small amounts become updates of the
overlap areas instead of full copies.

P1 P2 P3 P4

T1
B B

T1
B

T1
B

T1

Figure 4: Overlap areas for array B with four processors

Figure 4 shows array B with an overlap area of size one on each processor. The overlap areas are shaded.
The temporary array T1 refers to the same storage, but beginning in the overlap area on all processors but
the first.

4.5 Array Descriptors

When translating the Matlab D script to Fortran, the compiler wraps each array in a descriptor, which stores
information such as the number of dimensions of the array and its size. The descriptor contains information
about the arrays that the Matlab interpreter would track during the execution of Matlab scripts. The
information in the descriptors is used during execution of the Fortran program implicitly by the library
routines and also explicitly for queries about array properties, such as answering a call to Matlab’s size
function.

In the example above, A, B, C, T1, and T2 are treated like arrays, but they are actually array descriptors
each containing a pointer to the array storage. The routine moveB1 is a wrapper routine which pulls the
array and the necessary fields out of the descriptor and then calls the move routine with the full parameter
list.

Template Descriptors Each template is a structure containing the number of dimensions, the distribution
in each dimension, and the size in each dimension.

For the basic distributions, we can store a distribution for each dimension. For example, the distribution
block block can be represented by a template with the distribution block in the first dimension and block in
the second dimension. Some of the more complex distributions like multipartitioning and generalized block
cannot be described by one-dimensional distributions in each dimension.
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Array Descriptors Array descriptors contain the following fields:

- pointer to array storage

- pointer to template descriptor

- number of dimensions

- size of each dimension

- offset from template in each dimension

- size of each possible overlap area

Additionally, in Matlab, arrays can grow, while in Fortran they cannot. In the Fortran program, the arrays
are allocated to their largest size when possible. To be consistent with the representation of arrays in Matlab,
the array descriptor needs to maintain the size and number of dimensions the array would have been grown
to during execution of the Matlab program.

In the future, the descriptor will also contain whether the array is dense or sparse and whether it is out of
core. This compiler is built with an HPF compiler that does not yet provide support for sparse arrays.

5 Preliminary Experimental Results

To demonstrate the viability of this strategy, we hand-translated the example stencil calculation from Matlab
to what the compiler would generate in Fortran. We did the same for a two-dimensional stencil calculation.
We computed the speedup gained relative to the execution time of the Fortran code on one processor.

The speedup results from the experiment are shown in Table 1. The speedup is roughly linear with the
number of processors for the one- and two-dimensional stencil calculations. The two-dimensional stencil
performance degrades more than the one-dimensional stencil with additional processors, likely due to a
higher communication-to-computation ratio from the extra dimension.

Number of Speedup Speedup
Processors for 1D for 2D

1 1 1
2 1.98 2.02
4 3.99 3.92
8 7.90 7.29

Table 1: Speedup for stencil calculation

As seen in Figure 5, executing the Fortran code on one processor is actually slower than running the Matlab
script. In this example, the benefit of compiling instead of interpreting is outweighed by the cost of copying
the entire arrays into temporaries to align correctly.

To avoid this copying cost, we modified the Fortran code to use the overlap areas described in Section 4.4
instead of copying the entire arrays. Figure 6 shows the results from the improved code.
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Figure 5: 2-D Stencil Computation Time Compared to the Sequential Matlab Time on 1 Processor
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Figure 6: Execution Time with Overlap Area Optimization on 2-D Stencil Computation
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With overlap areas, the generated code on one processor outperforms Matlab, and is more than twice as fast
as the generated code not utilizing overlap areas for at least eight processors.

6 Related Work

One of the main goals of the Matlab D compiler is to allow users to achieve high productivity through
high-level abstractions. With respect to the Matlab D compiler, it is useful to separate the discussion of
related work into projects providing low-level communication constructs, projects compiling to languages
with communication capabilities, and projects providing back-end support.

6.1 Projects Providing MPI/PVM Support to Matlab

Providing the ability to use MPI- or PVM-like calls in Matlab is beneficial for people who want to control
the details of parallelism. However, people use Matlab for its high-level features, so we believe the added
parallelism support should also be high-level. Additionally, we believe the Matlab language should be altered
as little as possible so there isn’t a steep learning curve. The following projects are acceptable solutions for
users with MPI/PVM expertise wanting to add parallelism by hand to applications written in Matlab.

MatlabMPI Jeremy Kepner at MIT developed MatlabMPI [7], which is a pure Matlab implementation of
MPI-like calls for use in Matlab scripts. Communication is carried out with Matlab’s data files on a shared
file system. The sender writes data to a file and touches a lock file, while the receiver waits for the lock
file to be touched by the sender. The receiver then reads the data from the file after the sender touches
the lock file. By using data files, communication is possible using only Matlab routines, keeping it a pure
implementation. Using existing Matlab file routines for data import/export simplified the implementation,
but reliance on the file system increases the latency.

The pMatlab Parallel Toolbox Recognizing that many Matlab users do not want to use MPI directly,
Kepner built the pMatlab Parallel Toolbox [8] as a high-level interface to MatlabMPI. Instead of writing MPI
calls, the user specifies parallelism using parallel maps. The routines are overloaded to take these parallel
maps as a means of conveying the current configuration of the processors to the routines.

As pMatlab is a high-level interface to MatlabMPI, pMatlab has overhead costs due to the communication
through files and to the cost of the interface to MatlabMPI. Also, passing maps around through functions re-
quires more modification to a user’s script than declaring each array’s distribution once to specify parallelism
in Matlab D.

The MPI Toolbox and the PVM Toolbox The MPI Toolbox and the PVM Toolbox [4] from the
University of Granada closely follow the standards for MPI and PVM, respectively. They are implemented
using MEX-files for interfacing with compiled C programs.

Hursey and Shue conducted experiments comparing the performance of MatlabMPI, the MPI Toolbox for
MATLAB, and C with MPI. They found that MatlabMPI has low bandwidth and high latencies compared
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to the MPI Toolbox and to C with MPI [5]. Conversely, they found that MatlabMPI is more user friendly
than C with MPI, and is acceptable for low communication routines.

6.2 Projects Compiling to Languages with Communication Capabilities

Like the Matlab D compiler, the following projects translate from Matlab to Fortran or to C with calls
to parallel libraries or with directives for a parallel compiler. One advantage of the Matlab D compiler
over these projects is that new distributions can easily be added, while each of the following projects has
limited distributions, since the underlying libraries or the compiler routines are written for specific distribu-
tions.

Falcon Falcon [11, 12] translates Matlab to Fortran 90 using static and dynamic type analysis. Falcon is
an interactive environment for developing libraries and applications. The user can interact with the system
by selecting data structures, specifying types for variables, choosing specialized library routines, marking
sections of code for optimizations, etc. Falcon makes transformations on statements and routines based on
rewriting rules, which take advantage of knowledge about Matlab functions. They planned to add parallel
assertions to the Fortran code for use with a parallel Fortran compiler like Polaris. However, they are now
working on MaJIC [1], a just-in-time and speculative ahead-of-time sequential Matlab compiler.

Our approach is very similar to Falcon, since we are also translating to Fortran using type analysis. However,
ours is more flexible because users will be able to easily add distributions with the Matlab D compiler.
Additionally, user compile times will be faster because the Matlab D compiler precompiles the libraries
before user-script compilation.

Otter Otter [10] translates Matlab scripts to SPMD-style C program with calls to ScaLAPACK and other
parallel numerical libraries. Because the compiler is bound to ScaLAPACK, only the block-cyclic distribution
is supported.

ParAL A group at the University of Sydney developed ParAL (Parallel Array Language)[9], which trans-
lates pure Matlab scripts into C with calls to a run-time library based on BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra
Subprograms) and BLACS (Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms). ParAL performs align-
ment optimizations to reduce communication overhead.

6.3 Projects Providing Back-End Support

Star-P In Star-P, the data is distributed across a server [3]. When the front-end gets a request for an
operation on the distributed data, it sends the request to the server. The server translates that operation
into routine calls to parallel numerical libraries like ScaLAPACK. To reduce communication traffic, it keeps
the result on the server until requested.

To create parallelism in a Matlab script, many of the Matlab functions are overloaded to take an instance,
p, of a layout object as a parameter. When an overloaded function is called with an instance of a layout
object, the function makes calls to the server for executing the operation on the distributed data.
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The Matlab D compiler support for embarrassingly parallel problems is more user-friendly, since the user does
not need to initialize Matlab processes on each node, and then make explicitly parallel requests using a special
command. Instead, the Matlab D compiler automatically generates the code to carry out the computations
in parallel, and the user simply executes the program, without initializing any processes or specifying any
operations to be run in parallel first. Additionally, like MatlabMPI, Star-P implements communication using
the file system, which slows the communication.

MultiMATLAB MultiMATLAB from Cornell University [13] has a master/slave organization. The user
opens a Matlab session, which acts as the master, and creates multiple Matlab processes, which act as the
slaves. To execute the same operation on multiple processes, the user issues an Eval command in the Matlab
session and the request is then sent to the slaves. Point-to-point communication commands built on MPI,
such as Send, Recv, and Barrier, are also available. MultiMATLAB has the full capabilities of Matlab,
including graphics and the toolboxes, as it is built on Matlab. One disadvantage of MultiMATLAB is that
it requires a shared file system. A Matlab license is also required for each node.

Matlab Distributed Computing Toolbox and Engine The Mathworks released the Matlab Dis-
tributed Computing Toolbox and Engine in November 2004. The toolbox runs on the front end and is used
to create tasks. The toolbox submits the tasks to the engine on the back end. The job manager in the engine
divides up the tasks among the Matlab sessions. The job manager then gathers the results from each session
and returns the result to the front end.

One drawback to this parallel Matlab is that it relies on the Matlab interpreter, which is inefficient. Addi-
tionally, the toolbox does not provide many distribution options. When a parallel task is created, data to
be sent to each process is divided explicitly by the user.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The Matlab D compiler generates high performance, parallel applications from user scripts containing calls
to domain-specific libraries. The compiler employs the two-phase compilation strategy from telescoping
languages. The libraries are analyzed and compiled to create specialized variants of the routines before
user-script compilation, resulting in faster compilation times for user scripts with the same quality as would
be obtained by compiling the user script together with the large libraries. Matlab D is beneficial to users
such as scientists, because they can quickly write applications in a high-level language with calls to domain-
specific libraries and still obtain high performance. The generation of flexible communication routines and
element-wise operators is vital to supporting this extensible framework.

As a next step in the project, we are developing an algorithm for distribution analysis for arrays of un-
specified distribution in a Matlab D program. The algorithm determines the set of possible distributions
for each array at each point in the program. This will help the compiler determine which variants special-
ized by distributions to produce, and also which variant is best to replace a general library call in a user
application.

We are also working on finishing a prototype of the compiler. We are automating the translation from
Matlab to Fortran using our sequential Matlab compiler [2], and automating the replacement of Matlab calls
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with calls to our base library.
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